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1. PRELIMINARIES

Let L be a non empty relational structure. Note that idL is monotone.
Let S, T be non empty relational structures and letf be a map fromS into T. Let us observe that

f is antitone if and only if:

(Def. 1) For all elementsx, y of Ssuch thatx≤ y holds f (x)≥ f (y).

We now state several propositions:

(1) Let S, T be relational structures,K, L be non empty relational structures,f be a map from
S into T, andg be a map fromK into L. Suppose that

(i) the relational structure ofS= the relational structure ofK,

(ii) the relational structure ofT = the relational structure ofL,

(iii) f = g, and

(iv) f is monotone.

Theng is monotone.

(2) Let S, T be relational structures,K, L be non empty relational structures,f be a map from
S into T, andg be a map fromK into L. Suppose that

(i) the relational structure ofS= the relational structure ofK,

(ii) the relational structure ofT = the relational structure ofL,

(iii) f = g, and

(iv) f is antitone.

Theng is antitone.
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(3) LetA, B be 1-sorted structures,F be a family of subsets ofA, andG be a family of subsets
of B. Suppose the carrier ofA = the carrier ofB andF = G andF is a cover ofA. ThenG is
a cover ofB.

(4) For every antisymmetric reflexive relational structureL with l.u.b.’s and for every element
x of L holds↑x = {x}tΩL.

(5) For every antisymmetric reflexive relational structureL with g.l.b.’s and for every element
x of L holds↓x = {x}uΩL.

(6) For every antisymmetric reflexive relational structureL with g.l.b.’s and for every element
y of L holds(yu�)◦↑y = {y}.

(7) For every antisymmetric reflexive relational structureL with g.l.b.’s and for every element
x of L holds(xu�)−1({x}) = ↑x.

(8) For every non empty 1-sorted structureT holds every non empty net structureN overT is
eventually in rng(the mapping ofN).

Let L be a non empty reflexive relational structure, letD be a non empty directed subset ofL, and
let n be a function fromD into the carrier ofL. Observe that〈D, (the internal relation ofL) |2 D,n〉
is directed.

Let L be a non empty reflexive transitive relational structure, letD be a non empty directed
subset ofL, and letn be a function fromD into the carrier ofL. One can check that〈D, (the internal
relation ofL) |2 D,n〉 is transitive.

One can prove the following propositions:

(9) Let L be a non empty reflexive transitive relational structure such that for every elementx
of L and for every netN in L such thatN is eventually-directed holdsxusupN = sup({x}u
rngnetmap(N,L)). ThenL satisfies MC.

(10) LetL be a non empty relational structure,a be an element ofL, andN be a net inL. Then
auN is a net inL.

Let L be a non empty relational structure, letx be an element ofL, and letN be a net inL. Then
xuN is a strict net inL.

Let L be a non empty relational structure, letx be an element ofL, and letN be a non empty
reflexive net structure overL. Note thatxuN is reflexive.

Let L be a non empty relational structure, letx be an element ofL, and letN be a non empty
antisymmetric net structure overL. Observe thatxuN is antisymmetric.

Let L be a non empty relational structure, letx be an element ofL, and letN be a non empty
transitive net structure overL. Note thatxuN is transitive.

Let L be a non empty relational structure, letJ be a set, and letf be a function fromJ into the
carrier ofL. Observe that FinSups( f ) is transitive.

2. THE OPERATIONSDEFINED ON NETS

Let L be a non empty relational structure and letN be a net structure overL. The functor infN yields
an element ofL and is defined as follows:

(Def. 2) infN = Inf(the mapping ofN).

Let L be a relational structure and letN be a net structure overL. We say that supN exists if and
only if:

(Def. 3) Sup rng(the mapping ofN) exists inL.

We say that infN exists if and only if:

(Def. 4) Inf rng(the mapping ofN) exists inL.
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Let L be a relational structure. The functor〈L; id〉 yielding a strict net structure overL is defined
by:

(Def. 5) The relational structure of〈L; id〉= the relational structure ofL and the mapping of〈L; id〉=
idL.

Let L be a non empty relational structure. One can check that〈L; id〉 is non empty.
Let L be a reflexive relational structure. Note that〈L; id〉 is reflexive.
Let L be an antisymmetric relational structure. One can verify that〈L; id〉 is antisymmetric.
Let L be a transitive relational structure. Note that〈L; id〉 is transitive.
Let L be a relational structure with l.u.b.’s. One can check that〈L; id〉 is directed.
Let L be a directed relational structure. One can check that〈L; id〉 is directed.
Let L be a non empty relational structure. One can verify that〈L; id〉 is monotone and eventually-

directed.
Let L be a relational structure. The functor〈Lop; id〉 yielding a strict net structure overL is

defined by the conditions (Def. 6).

(Def. 6)(i) The carrier of〈Lop; id〉= the carrier ofL,

(ii) the internal relation of〈Lop; id〉= (the internal relation ofL)`, and

(iii) the mapping of〈Lop; id〉= idL.

One can prove the following proposition

(11) For every relational structureL holds the relational structure ofL` = the relational structure
of 〈Lop; id〉.

Let L be a non empty relational structure. One can verify that〈Lop; id〉 is non empty.
Let L be a reflexive relational structure. Observe that〈Lop; id〉 is reflexive.
Let L be an antisymmetric relational structure. Observe that〈Lop; id〉 is antisymmetric.
Let L be a transitive relational structure. Observe that〈Lop; id〉 is transitive.
Let L be a relational structure with g.l.b.’s. Note that〈Lop; id〉 is directed.
Let L be a non empty relational structure. Observe that〈Lop; id〉 is antitone and eventually-

filtered.
Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure, letN be a non empty net structure overL, and leti be

an element ofN. The functorN�i yields a strict net structure overL and is defined by the conditions
(Def. 7).

(Def. 7)(i) For every setx holdsx∈ the carrier ofN�i iff there exists an elementy of N such that
y = x andi ≤ y,

(ii) the internal relation ofN�i = (the internal relation ofN) |2 (the carrier ofN�i), and

(iii) the mapping ofN�i = (the mapping ofN)�(the carrier ofN�i).

The following three propositions are true:

(12) LetL be a non empty 1-sorted structure,N be a non empty net structure overL, andi be an
element ofN. Then the carrier ofN�i = {y;y ranges over elements ofN: i ≤ y}.

(13) LetL be a non empty 1-sorted structure,N be a non empty net structure overL, andi be an
element ofN. Then the carrier ofN�i ⊆ the carrier ofN.

(14) LetL be a non empty 1-sorted structure,N be a non empty net structure overL, andi be an
element ofN. ThenN�i is a full structure of a subnet ofN.

Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure, letN be a non empty reflexive net structure overL, and
let i be an element ofN. Observe thatN�i is non empty and reflexive.

Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure, letN be a non empty directed net structure overL, and
let i be an element ofN. One can verify thatN�i is non empty.

Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure, letN be a non empty reflexive antisymmetric net
structure overL, and leti be an element ofN. Observe thatN�i is antisymmetric.
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Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure, letN be a non empty directed antisymmetric net struc-
ture overL, and leti be an element ofN. One can check thatN�i is antisymmetric.

Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure, letN be a non empty reflexive transitive net structure
overL, and leti be an element ofN. Note thatN�i is transitive.

Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure, letN be a net inL, and leti be an element ofN. One
can verify thatN�i is transitive and directed.

One can prove the following propositions:

(15) LetL be a non empty 1-sorted structure,N be a non empty reflexive net structure overL, i,
x be elements ofN, andx1 be an element ofN�i. If x = x1, thenN(x) = (N�i)(x1).

(16) LetL be a non empty 1-sorted structure,N be a non empty directed net structure overL, i,
x be elements ofN, andx1 be an element ofN�i. If x = x1, thenN(x) = (N�i)(x1).

(17) LetL be a non empty 1-sorted structure,N be a net inL, andi be an element ofN. Then
N�i is a subnet ofN.

Let T be a non empty 1-sorted structure and letN be a net inT. Note that there exists a subnet
of N which is strict.

Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure, letN be a net inL, and leti be an element ofN. Then
N�i is a strict subnet ofN.

Let S be a non empty 1-sorted structure, letT be a 1-sorted structure, letf be a map fromS
into T, and letN be a net structure overS. The functorf ·N yielding a strict net structure overT is
defined by the conditions (Def. 8).

(Def. 8)(i) The relational structure off ·N = the relational structure ofN, and

(ii) the mapping off ·N = f · the mapping ofN.

Let Sbe a non empty 1-sorted structure, letT be a 1-sorted structure, letf be a map fromS into
T, and letN be a non empty net structure overS. Observe thatf ·N is non empty.

Let Sbe a non empty 1-sorted structure, letT be a 1-sorted structure, letf be a map fromS into
T, and letN be a reflexive net structure overS. Observe thatf ·N is reflexive.

Let Sbe a non empty 1-sorted structure, letT be a 1-sorted structure, letf be a map fromS into
T, and letN be an antisymmetric net structure overS. One can verify thatf ·N is antisymmetric.

Let Sbe a non empty 1-sorted structure, letT be a 1-sorted structure, letf be a map fromS into
T, and letN be a transitive net structure overS. Observe thatf ·N is transitive.

Let Sbe a non empty 1-sorted structure, letT be a 1-sorted structure, letf be a map fromS into
T, and letN be a directed net structure overS. One can check thatf ·N is directed.

Next we state the proposition

(18) LetL be a non empty relational structure,N be a non empty net structure overL, andx be
an element ofL. Then(xu�) ·N = xuN.

3. THE PROPERTIES OFTOPOLOGICAL SPACES

One can prove the following propositions:

(19) Let S, T be topological structures,F be a family of subsets ofS, andG be a family of
subsets ofT. Suppose the topological structure ofS= the topological structure ofT and
F = G andF is open. ThenG is open.

(20) Let S, T be topological structures,F be a family of subsets ofS, andG be a family of
subsets ofT. Suppose the topological structure ofS= the topological structure ofT and
F = G andF is closed. ThenG is closed.

We introduce FR-structures which are extensions of topological structure and relational structure
and are systems

〈 a carrier, an internal relation, a topology〉,
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where the carrier is a set, the internal relation is a binary relation on the carrier, and the topology is
a family of subsets of the carrier.

Let A be a non empty set, letR be a relation betweenA andA, and letT be a family of subsets
of A. Note that〈A,R,T〉 is non empty.

Let x be a set, letR be a binary relation on{x}, and letT be a family of subsets of{x}. Note
that〈{x},R,T〉 is trivial.

Let X be a set, letO be an order inX, and letT be a family of subsets ofX. Note that〈X,O,T〉
is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric.

Let us note that there exists a FR-structure which is trivial, reflexive, non empty, discrete, strict,
and finite.

A top-lattice is a reflexive transitive antisymmetric topological space-like FR-structure with
g.l.b.’s and l.u.b.’s.

Let us observe that there exists a top-lattice which is strict, non empty, trivial, discrete, finite,
compact, and Hausdorff.

Let T be a Hausdorff non empty topological space. Note that every non empty subspace ofT is
Hausdorff.

Next we state several propositions:

(21) For every non empty topological spaceT and for every pointp of T holds every element
of the open neighbourhoods ofp is a neighbourhood ofp.

(22) Let T be a non empty topological space,p be a point ofT, andA, B be elements of the
open neighbourhoods ofp. ThenA∩B is an element of the open neighbourhoods ofp.

(23) Let T be a non empty topological space,p be a point ofT, andA, B be elements of the
open neighbourhoods ofp. ThenA∪B is an element of the open neighbourhoods ofp.

(24) LetT be a non empty topological space,p be an element ofT, andN be a net inT. Suppose
p∈ Lim N. Let Sbe a subset ofT. If S= rng(the mapping ofN), thenp∈ S.

(25) LetT be a Hausdorff top-lattice,N be a convergent net inT, and f be a map fromT into
T. If f is continuous, thenf (lim N) ∈ Lim( f ·N).

(26) LetT be a Hausdorff top-lattice,N be a convergent net inT, andx be an element ofT. If
xu� is continuous, thenxu lim N ∈ Lim(xuN).

(27) LetSbe a Hausdorff top-lattice andx be an element ofS. If for every elementa of Sholds
au� is continuous, then↑x is closed.

(28) LetSbe a compact Hausdorff top-lattice andx be an element ofS. If for every elementb
of Sholdsbu� is continuous, then↓x is closed.

4. THE CLUSTER POINTS OFNETS

Let T be a non empty topological space, letN be a non empty net structure overT, and letp be a
point ofT. We say thatp is a cluster point ofN if and only if:

(Def. 9) For every neighbourhoodO of p holdsN is often inO.

The following propositions are true:

(29) LetL be a non empty topological space,N be a net inL, andc be a point ofL. If c∈ Lim N,
thenc is a cluster point ofN.

(30) For every compact Hausdorff non empty topological spaceT and for every netN in T holds
there exists a point ofT which is a cluster point ofN.

(31) LetL be a non empty topological space,N be a net inL, M be a subnet ofN, andc be a
point ofL. If c is a cluster point ofM, thenc is a cluster point ofN.
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(32) LetT be a non empty topological space,N be a net inT, andx be a point ofT. If x is a
cluster point ofN, then there exists a subnetM of N such thatx∈ Lim M.

(33) LetL be a compact Hausdorff non empty topological space andN be a net inL. Suppose
that for all pointsc, d of L such thatc is a cluster point ofN andd is a cluster point ofN holds
c = d. Let s be a point ofL. If s is a cluster point ofN, thens∈ Lim N.

(34) LetSbe a non empty topological space,c be a point ofS, N be a net inS, andA be a subset
of S. Supposec is a cluster point ofN andA is closed and rng(the mapping ofN)⊆ A. Then
c∈ A.

(35) LetSbe a compact Hausdorff top-lattice,c be a point ofS, andN be a net inS. Suppose for
every elementx of Sholdsxu� is continuous andN is eventually-directed andc is a cluster
point ofN. Thenc = supN.

(36) LetSbe a compact Hausdorff top-lattice,c be a point ofS, andN be a net inS. Suppose for
every elementx of Sholdsxu� is continuous andN is eventually-filtered andc is a cluster
point ofN. Thenc = inf N.

5. ON THE TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OFMEET-CONTINUOUS LATTICES

The following propositions are true:

(37) LetSbe a Hausdorff top-lattice. Suppose that

(i) for every netN in S such thatN is eventually-directed holds supN exists and supN ∈
Lim N, and

(ii) for every elementx of Sholdsxu� is continuous.

ThenS is meet-continuous.

(38) Let S be a compact Hausdorff top-lattice. Suppose that for every elementx of S holds
xu� is continuous. LetN be a net inS. If N is eventually-directed, then supN exists and
supN ∈ Lim N.

(39) Let S be a compact Hausdorff top-lattice. Suppose that for every elementx of S holds
xu� is continuous. LetN be a net inS. If N is eventually-filtered, then infN exists and
inf N ∈ Lim N.

(40) LetSbe a compact Hausdorff top-lattice. If for every elementx of Sholdsxu� is contin-
uous, thenS is bounded.

(41) LetSbe a compact Hausdorff top-lattice. Suppose that for every elementx of Sholdsxu�
is continuous. ThenS is meet-continuous.
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